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Abstract
Logs describing the execution of procedural steps during

manufacturing and maintenance tasks are important for qual-
ity control and configuration management. Such logs are cur-
rently hand-written or typed during a procedure, which requires
engineers to frequently step away from their work and results
in difficulties for searching and optimizing logs. In this paper,
we propose to automatically generate standardized, searchable
logs, by visually perceiving and monitoring the progress of the
procedure in real-time, and comparing this to the expected pro-
cedure. Unlike related work, we propose an approach which does
not restrict the engineers to rigid, sequential sequences and in-
stead allows them to execute procedures in a variety of different
sequences where possible. The proposed framework is experi-
mentally validated on the task of (dis)assembling a Duplo block
model and operates properly when occlusions are absent.

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic prevented experts from traveling

to local sites to provide assistance, causing an accelerated adop-
tion of augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) devices in
the semiconductor industry to support on-site engineers with re-
mote expertise [1]. Previously stringent intellectual property (IP)
protection policies were relaxed to allow MR devices, such as the
HoloLens 2, into factories and even cleanrooms. Allowing such
devices opens up a range of new possibilities to support on-site
engineers by perceiving the engineer’s workflow. We propose
such a new support task, namely automatically generating logs
for manufacturing and maintenance tasks, as outlined in Fig. 1.
Such logs describe the actions of engineers during a particular
task and are crucial for quality control and configuration manage-
ment. The present state is that logs are created either by writing
or typing what actions are performed. This is time-consuming
and in free-form text data, requiring complex algorithms to con-
vert technical language into standardized, searchable and opti-
mizable logs [2, 3, 4]. An alternative option is to log actions
with a start/stop button on electronic work instructions, but this
requires engineers to frequently step away from their work to
log an action. Simply storing a video as a log also has significant
downsides. For example, storing videos from factories and clean-
rooms poses serious IP risks and videos are not easily searchable
without spending significant time [5, 6]. Therefore, in this work,
we introduce the task of automated action logging and propose an
AR framework that automatically generates objective, searchable
text logs, based on real-time visual scene perception and proce-
dural knowledge. This concept is introduced without recording
any video or picture of the action.

Intelligent AR frameworks based on perceptual understand-
ing are already able to actively assist operators in various ways,
e.g. by training novice operators for assembly tasks [7, 8, 9, 10],
or visualizing instructions that are hard to interpret from 2D rep-
resentations [11, 12]. Whilst such approaches clearly provide
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Figure 1. Traditionally, an engineer checks the tasks to be performed, then

executes those tasks and manually logs each step’s completion during the

procedure. We propose to automatically generate a text log of these proce-

dural steps by perceiving the progress and comparing this to the expected

progress, without enforcing a restrictive step-by-step sequence order.

benefits, most are only intended to display instructions, without
confirming whether those instructions were actually executed.
Works that actually confirm whether actions are completed, ver-
ify this in a fixed and concatenated sequence, meaning that op-
erators must perform the involved steps from first to last in a
sequential order. Such rigid sequences can be beneficial for
novice users, but inherently restrict the more experienced opera-
tors, since service tasks may be correctly performed in different
orders. Additionally, the sequence provided in the instruction
is not necessarily optimal. Therefore, we propose an intelligent
framework which allows for flexible following of the procedure,
while still allowing to compare observations to the expected ac-
tions based on procedural information. Analyses of the sequence
in which the actions were actually executed enable for identify-
ing ways for optimizing execution strategies.

The expected actions are pre-conditioned, which can either
be extracted from existing work instructions or created specif-
ically for a procedure. This allows the framework to perceive
tasks in any order and provides a warning in the log when an en-
gineer has potentially violated a condition. The framework can
be deployed locally as well as during remote support sessions be-
tween on-site engineers and off-site experts. The objective of the
framework is not to micro-manage or limit engineers, but rather
to support and enable them. We demonstrate the capability of
the framework on a block model assembly and disassembly task.
Specifically, this work brings the following contributions.

• The task of recognizing industrial actions based on visual
perception and prior knowledge on the procedure. Fur-
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Figure 2. Illustration of the proposed method to automatically log manufacturing and maintenance tasks. The approach consists of three main modules,

namely perception, expectation, and progress monitoring. The latter automatically generates standardized, easily interpretable logs.

thermore, we automatically generate searchable and inter-
pretable logs based on this perception. To the best of our
knowledge, this specification is novel.

• A flexible framework for automated action logging that in-
cludes flexible procedure handling and warnings in the logs
for potentially missed actions.

• A validation of the approach based on a block assembly
and disassembly task, demonstrating its applicability to a
generic task.

Related work
The task of automatically logging human actions during

manufacturing and maintenance tasks touches several research
fields, namely human-object interaction recognition, object-state
detection, and intelligent AR applications. This section outlines
the similarities and differences of these fields compared to our
newly proposed task.

The task of (egocentric) human-object interaction recogni-
tion focuses on determining human behaviour in relation to ob-
jects in their surroundings. Several datasets are available for
this task, e.g. determining interactions in kitchens [13, 14] and
home situations [15]. Recently, Ragusa et al. [16] and Sener et
al. [17] introduced egocentric video datasets of human-object in-
teractions in industrial-like settings. Recognizing the interactions
between objects and humans can provide valuable information
when trying to understand what a human is doing, but does not
provide conformation of whether a task is actually completed.
For instance, if a prediction is made that an operator is “placing
block X”, it remains unclear whether it was placed correctly and
if the task was completed or stopped half-way through. However,
this be determined with object-state detection.

The task of object-state detection provides the current state
of an object given all of its possible states during assembly. Sev-
eral possible approaches to object-state detection have been suc-
cessfully implemented, using markers on each object part [9], ap-
plying region-of-interest crops based on a single marker [10], and
deploying convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [18, 19, 20].
CNN-based methods operate without any markers and there-
fore do not require alterations to object (parts) and are robust
to marker occlusions, which frequently occur when humans are
interacting with such objects. However, marker-based detections
do not require image datasets for training and provide a higher
accuracy with significantly less computation power. Another ap-
proach to object-state detection is presented by Jones et al. [21],
who apply a partially-observable Markov decision process to
understand assembly states of Duplo blocks during assembly.
While the aforementioned research all provides the state of an
object during its assembly or disassembly, it does not explicitly
leverage physical constraints and procedural information. As ob-

ject states can look identical from several viewing angles during
assembly, there is a need for a more intelligent framework, which
keeps track of observed states and determines which future states
are to be expected.

Gupta et al. [8] present such an intelligent framework,
which guides a user into the correct assembly of Duplo block
models with visual aids, using multiple RGB-D cameras on a
fixed work-bench setup. Westerfield et al. [9] propose a frame-
work using markers on each relevant component and automat-
ically detects whether a user completed an assembly correctly.
Yin et al. [10] propose a system which automatically determines
whether an engineer’s current step is completed by simultane-
ously recognizing hand motion and visual completeness of the
object on which the engineer is working. All the previously
mentioned approaches rely on a rigid, strictly sequential order,
whereas we propose a new, worker-centric framework, which al-
lows for a flexible and/or modified sequential order.

Method
We present an automatic logging system based on visual

perception which allows for flexible execution of procedural
steps. Fig. 2 outlines the proposed method and shows the pro-
posed perception, progress monitoring, and expectation modules.
The remainder of this section describes each module in detail.

A. Perception: object-state detection
For the perception module, we opt for object-state detection

using ArUco markers [22], an approach similar to that proposed
by Westerfield et al. [9]. The object-state detection exploits rel-
ative poses between markers attached to connecting parts. Con-
sequently, this approach requires markers on all components and
suffers when markers are (partially) occluded. However, it is
computationally efficient, does not require the collection of a
large image dataset or scanning of 3D objects, and does not im-
pose a lengthy re-training of a CNN when minor changes are
made to the manufacturing procedure. Our approach only re-
quires a Database Drp of relative poses between markers on cor-
rectly assembled parts.

This Database Drp is created by taking a set of images
Id = {i0d , i

1
d , ..., i

n
d} of the object with relevant parts properly con-

nected, ensuring that each Marker m has at least one image where
the marker is visible for each connecting part. Clearly, not all
object parts have meaningful connections with all other parts, re-
quiring a specification of meaningful connections beforehand.

Assuming a relative pose from any object a to b be pa→b,
such that

pa→b = {ra→b, ta→b} (1)

where ra→b ∈ R1x3 is the rotation vector and ta→b ∈ R1x3 the
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translation vector from a to b. For the jth image i j
d ∈ Id , showing

correctly assembled object parts, the pose of each Marker A with
respect to the camera C (pA→C) is calculated, using the ArUco
API [22] and the camera’s known intrinsic and distortion param-
eters. Then, the relative pose from A to each relevant other and
correctly assembled Marker B in i j

d can be determined by solving

p∗A→B = pA→C + p−1
B→C (2)

where p∗A→B is the desired relative pose from Marker A to B for
correctly assembled parts, and p−1

B→C the inverse perspective of
the relative pose from Marker B to the camera. As p consists of
a set of rotation and translation vectors, pB→C and p−1

A→C cannot
simply be summed and, instead, two shift-and-rotation transfor-
mations are performed, which are specified by

r∗A→B = R−1(R(rA→C) ·R(r−1
B→C)), (3)

t∗A→B = R(rA→C) · tB→C + tA→C, (4)

where r∗A→B and t∗A→B are the desired rotation and translation
vectors for correctly assembled parts, R denotes the Rodrigues
rotation vector to a rotation-matrix transformation and R−1 its
inverse [23, 24]. Finally, the relative poses between all markers
are stored in matrices.

Having created Drp, an unseen image i can be analyzed to
determine the state of an object. First, the frame is converted to
gray-scale and afterwards markers are detected. Then, the rel-
ative pose of each marker with respect to the camera is calcu-
lated, e.g. pA→C for Marker A. Next, the relative pose of the
detected marker to all relevant other markers are loaded from
Drp, e.g. p∗A→B. Using Eqs. (3) and (4), the desired pose p∗B→C
from all relevant markers to the camera is determined. Finally,
the expected corner locations B∗ of Marker B are projected using
p∗B→C, and compared to the actual detected corners of Marker
B. If the average distance per corner between B∗ and B is less
than τc pixels in the horizontal and vertical direction, the parts
are deemed properly connected. If the average distance is larger
than τd pixels, with τc > τd , they are deemed disconnected. Oth-
erwise, the observation is considered to be ambiguous and not
used. This process is repeated for all markers detected in i.

B. Expectation: extracting procedure information
As previously mentioned, this work aims to log procedu-

ral actions performed in a flexible sequence, rather than in a
step-by-step pre-defined order. However, perceived object states
should still be compared to an expectation of the procedure,
based on current progress and procedural information. There-
fore, pre-conditions are extracted from work instructions, deter-
mining which actions should be completed prior to performing
each of those actions. These conditions can be based on physical
limitations (one cannot “Place X on Y”, if Y is yet not assem-
bled) or procedural limitations (one should not “Place X on Y”
yet, if this prevents an earlier action from being completed). For
each action in a work instruction, we store its pre-conditions,
whether it is connecting or disconnecting an object part, and the
corresponding marker IDs of relevant (object) parts.

C. Progress monitoring
The progress-monitoring module tracks the progress of a

procedure by comparing new observations from the perception
module to the set of expected actions, provided by the expecta-
tion module. When an object-state change is observed that does
not violate any pre-conditions, the progress is updated and a log
entry is created. Such a log entry contains a description of the

21 3
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Figure 3. Assembly of the block model used in the experiment.

action, a confidence value indicating that the state change has
been observed, together with its date and time. If an object-state
change violates a pre-condition, the perception module either has
missed a prior state change or the engineer has skipped a proce-
dural step. In order to keep the system user-friendly, the frame-
work assumes it has missed a prior state change and creates a log
entry both for the observed action, and the action(s) that should
have preceded the observed action. The latter is logged with a
confidence value indicating that the change was not observed but
explicitly assumed, which should be reviewed at the end of the
service action. Once the engineer stops streaming video data, a
standardized overview with all log entries is automatically gen-
erated, including the involved confidence levels.

Experiments
To qualitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed

method, an experiment is performed on the task of assembling
and disassembling a Duplo block model. This section outlines
the implementation details for this experiment, the procedure,
and an evaluation of the proposed method.

Implementation details
A HoloLens 2 is used to stream the first-person-view video

to a laptop, at a resolution of 720×1280 pixels (H ×W ) and
30 frames per second, where the live video is processed. The
laptop is a T480 with an i7-8650U CPU at 1.90 GHz and 16 GB
of RAM, on which the framework is executed with an average
computation time of 13.0 ms per frame. To each Duplo model
sub-part, a 20× 20-mm ArUco marker from the 4x4 50 ArUco
dictionary [22] is placed. For the perception module, thresh-
olds τc = 10 pixels and τd = 50 pixels are chosen. Given the
focal length of the HoloLens 2, these thresholds correspond to
a marker at a distance of 1 m being deemed properly connected
if its corners are within 1 cm of its desired position, and deemed
improperly connected if its corners are not within 5 cm.

(Dis)assembly procedure
To test the proposed framework, its performance is evalu-

ated on the task of assembling and disassembling a Duplo block
model consisting of 15 blocks, divided into 7 sub-parts. One
possible assembly sequence is shown in Fig. 3. Whilst the perfor-
mance of the framework is demonstrated on the relatively simple
task of a block model (dis)assembly, it generalizes easily to other
objects, since the perception module is based solely on marker
detection. Therefore, the framework can be used on a variety of
different (dis)assembly tasks, even if they contain traditionally
hard-to-detect components, such as objects with a high degree of
symmetry or a low degree of texture. The only two requirements
are that (1) the objects contain a flat surface of sufficient surface
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Figure 4. Result where all actions were correctly observed in expected order, showing examples frames of the actions (top) and the output log (bottom).

Figure 5. Results where action IDs 0, 1, and 4 were not observed (due to occlusions) but implied based on subsequent observed actions. This is explicitly

highlighted in the log at the bottom of the figure. In the frames shown in the top of this figure, ∗ indicates an explicitly assumed action.

area to place an ArUco marker and that (2) each marker has at
least one relevant other marker visible during the procedure.

The Database Drp, containing the relative poses of markers
on correctly assembled components, is created by assembling the
block model and simultaneously determining the relative poses.
Therefore, it does not require images to be stored during this pro-
cess. Pre-conditions for the procedure are created based on phys-
ical constraints and one procedural condition, namely to prevent
a marker occlusion between Steps 4 and 5 in Fig. 3.

Evaluation
The performance of the framework is evaluated by qual-

itatively analyzing its performance on the aforementioned
(dis)assembly operation, executed by a single operator. Fig. 4
shows the results for one execution, where every action is de-
tected exactly in the order of which the engineer has executed
the action. Fig. 4 shows the detections in real-time as well as
the standardized log generated from this action. Since all actions
were observed without any pre-condition being violated, no spe-
cific actions are explicitly highlighted.

Fig. 5 outlines a scenario where the operator did not show
the ArUco markers to the HoloLens on several occasions, specif-
ically the markers corresponding to action IDs 0, 1, and 4. With-
out detecting the markers, the action cannot be detected. Because
the markers of the succeeding actions were being detected, the
system successfully assumed which actions were missed by the
perception module (or potentially not performed). These missed
actions are explicitly highlighted in the log. As shown with these
results, the performance of the framework is limited by the vis-
ibility of the markers. If the engineer does not rotate the block

model with markers of newly placed components facing the cam-
era, these components will not be registered. Marker occlusions
are less problematic when engineers are working on a larger as-
sembly that cannot be freely rotated. Additionally, instructions
can be provided to inform the operators that markers should be
briefly visible after actions are performed, because such visibility
relieves them of the duty to later review all assumed actions.

Conclusion and future outlook
This paper has outlined the need for automatic action log-

ging of procedural actions in manufacturing and maintenance
tasks and has proposed a perception-based framework that auto-
matically generates logs based on a head-worn AR device. With
this framework, engineers no longer have to step away from their
work to perform the tedious yet important task of logging per-
formed actions. The log highlights the steps that the framework
did not observe, allowing the engineer to easily review the per-
formed procedure. The framework does not restrict engineers to
rigid, step-by-step sequences. Instead, it allows engineers to ex-
ecute tasks in an order they deem suitable. As the logs are stored
in standardized form, they are searchable and can therefore be
used to discover best practices and optimize processes.

The ideas presented in this work pave the way for research
on recognizing industrial procedural actions, based on a prior
knowledge of what is to be expected during procedures. The
potential of recognizing such actions is not limited to automati-
cally generating service logs, but can be extended, e.g. to provide
warnings of forgotten or incorrectly executed steps in real-time,
thereby reducing the number of procedural errors and potentially
increasing end quality.
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